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Travel Writer helps the team members feel understood, but it creates strong 
relationships and a positive working environment. Believe empathy to be one of the 
single most important qualities for a creative team to have.

EXPERIENCE

Travel Writer
ABC Corporation - JANUARY 2006 – OCTOBER 2009

 Wrote, edited, and provided visual collateral for accommodation 
reviews and day guide articles for Trip 101.

 Responsible for producing engaging content for Trip 101s core 
audience, with the intent to inspire people to travel.

 Traveled around Berlin reviewing its restaurants, bars, cafes, 
monuments, sites, museums, etc.

 Wrote for a travel blog &amp; two eBooks that were published.
 Developed and researched articles about travel and living in Rome, 

Personal blog about lifestyle and attractions of Italy.
 Traveled writer specializing in varied online content for multiple 

websites and blogs hosted by a luxury entrepreneurial travel 
company.

 Worked with internal business development specialist and social 
media expert to provide daily content to alternating websites and 
blogs.

Travel Writer 
Delta Corporation - 2005 – 2006

 Provide customers with a list of scratches for tracks or results for 
races.

 Cash/sell vouchers
 Meets the attendance guidelines of the job and adheres to regulatory,

departmental and company policies.
 Cash/Cancel tickets as necessary
 Performs the duties as assigned of a Sportsbook Writer and Mutuel 

Teller
 Other duties as assigned.
 Adventure photographer and writer, chronicling around-the-world trip 

focused on volunteering, rock climbing, and trekking.

EDUCATION

 Bachelor of Arts in English Literature &amp; Creative Writing - 
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2000(University of Washington - Seattle, WA)

SKILLS

Python, Google Docs.
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